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COVER:
Co-op member Michelle Deschamps
brings her passion for successful retailing
to Leeway True Value in North Smithfield,
Rhode Island. See page 16 for her full story.
LEFT:
Kenny Sutton, Superintendent, Springfield
True Value Distribution center

A passion for people.
For independence. For our brand.
For performance.
That’s the passion behind the transformational change in
progress at True Value. We’re laser-focused on three pillars—
engagement, growth and efficiency—aimed at taking quantum
leaps forward in all aspects of our business, together.
That’s the value of passion. That’s the new True Value.

OF

PASSION
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This is our strategy
An aggressive action plan designed to create a True Value capable
of competing in a dynamic marketplace, today and tomorrow

ENGAGEMENT
GROWTH
EFFICIENCY
2
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OUR OBJECTIVE: BUILD A GROWING,
$3+ BILLION HOME IMPROVEMENT
LEADER BY 202O
IMPACT AREAS
Consumer

KEY INITIATIVES
Marketing Analytics

Communication
Retailers
Retail Excellence
Suppliers

Vendor Engagement

Associates at
Stores & TV Co-op

Education

New Stores
Store Growth
Store Remodels

Wholesale & Retail Pricing
Product
Assortment Productivity
Brand

Brand Awareness

Omni-channel Capability
e-Commerce

International

International Market Expansion

Inventory Productivity
Supply Chain
Optimization

Global Sourcing
Optimize Logistics Network

Data and
Technology

Infrastructure

Application Simplification
Business Process
Simplification
& Improvement

Improved Processes
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Wilco’s TJ Coulson with Kenny Sutton

A PASSION FOR

Our strategy for engagement. We are launching
multiple initiatives to encourage and support the
active involvement of everyone associated with our
organization. The goal: to create a more effective,
more consumer-relevant True Value.

IMPACT AREAS
Consumer

KEY INITIATIVES
Marketing Analytics

Communication
Retailers

ENGAGEMENT
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Retail Excellence
Suppliers

Vendor Engagement

Associates at
Stores & TV Co-op

Education

Engaging our members, suppliers and associates to work more closely
together is key to achieving retail excellence and creating engaged, loyal,
long-term customers.
Getting everyone involved We’re creating an environment where everyone in the value
chain is actively involved and working together to get better at the critical things we do.
Partnering with our vendors In 2014, we held a vendor summit to review our strategy,
identify joint growth objectives and brainstorm ways to work together more effectively
to achieve them.
Training and education Learning new skills is key to advancing member success.
Our first major national educational program, focused on customer service training, will
launch in spring 2015.
Retail Center of Excellence We’re creating a centralized support resource focused
on retail excellence, providing expertise in merchandising, pricing, inventory, financial
management and more.

ENGAGEMENT
ASSESS

PLAN

IMPLEMENT

MEASURE

ROADMAP TO RETAIL EXCELLENCE

EXCELLING IN RETAILING’S
FIVE Ps CREATES A SIXTH: PERFORMANCE
What gets measured gets done Product. Price. Promotion. Place. People. In
2014, we created the Roadmap to Retail Excellence, a tool to help our members
achieve best-in-class results across the five Ps. With the help of True Value Retail
Consultants, the Roadmap provides a framework for identifying improvement
focus areas, developing a plan and measuring a sixth “P”—Performance.

“ Everyone has a
role to play.”
TRUE VALUE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
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True Value member Michelle Deschamps
and co-op RC Peter Hodge

A PASSION FOR
Our strategy for growth. We’re focused
simultaneously on multiple fronts to build the
True Value we all want to be: the first choice for
hardware and home improvement customers,
competing effectively and growing profitably
at every location.

IMPACT AREAS

KEY INITIATIVES

New Stores
Store Growth
Store Remodels

Wholesale & Retail Pricing
Product
Assortment Productivity

GROWTH

Brand

Brand Awareness

Omni-channel Capability
e-Commerce

International
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International Market Expansion

Growth is at the heart of the plan. We’ll grow together through more
and better stores, products and assortments; more effective pricing and
greater brand awareness.
Many more stores We’re assisting members with planning new branches and helping
new members choose store locations with a sophisticated tool for analyzing trade area
dynamics to select the right sites for success.
The right products at the right price We are leveraging a revamped line review process
to create a variety of new, fresh and locally relevant assortments, priced just right for
your market.
Investing in brand awareness We are dramatically increasing our investment in building
awareness among “Young Achievers,” an important consumer group that will be key to
member growth over the next decade.
International growth We are improving our international capabilities with targeted
investments that make True Value easier to do business with and contribute to increased
buying power for us all.

GROWTH
PARTNER

PLAN

REMODEL

GROW

THE TIME IS NOW

MAKING IT EASIER THAN EVER TO REMODEL
DTV: lower cost, more flexibility Our Destination True Value (DTV) format is the
proven path to accelerated growth and critical to remaining relevant in today’s
rapidly changing, increasingly competitive retail environment. We completed a
full review of DTV in 2014 and have made it more flexible and cost effective than
ever. The time to remodel is now. We’ll help you every step of the way.

“ This is about
growing. Together.”
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Michael O’Brien,
Leeway True Value

A PASSION FOR
Our strategy for efficiency. From optimizing
our logistics network, inventory productivity and
service levels to better forecasting and global
sourcing; from greater process transparency to
higher-value products, we’re working to support
retail success and put dollars back in our
members’ pockets.

IMPACT AREAS

KEY INITIATIVES

Inventory Productivity
Supply Chain
Optimization

Global Sourcing
Optimize Logistics Network

EFFICIENCY

Data and
Technology

Infrastructure

Application Simplification
Business Process
Simplification
& Improvement
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Improved Processes

A more efficient True Value means more competitive and more profitable
True Value retailers. We’re making it happen.
An integrated supply chain We’re integrating all supply chain functions into a
comprehensive system with unified metrics and management for maximum efficiency,
reliability and responsiveness.
Investing in technology We’re investing in our IT infrastructure, refreshing our
hardware and software to improve functionality and security, moving toward a cloudbased platform to minimize future upgrade costs.
Greater transparency and visibility We’re developing tools that enable members
to track orders, monitor fill-rate performance and other measures—and drive more
responsive service.
Product development efficiency We reformulated True Value paint in record time to
meet exacting third-party test standards and align with consumer preference—at the
same member price.

EFFICIENCY
ANALYZE

IMPROVING INVENTORY EFFICIENCY

BETTER PRODUCTIVITY AND SERVICE LEVELS
COLLABORATE

EXECUTE

IMPROVE

Working to exceed flow rate industry standards We are immersed in a
comprehensive initiative to improve both fill-rate performance and inventory
productivity. From suppliers to members, we’re engaging everyone in the supply
chain to track and deliver better order-fill performance while improving inventory
turns. It’s a critical balance—together, we’ll get it done.

“ Efficiency supports
success.”

TRUE VALUE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
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TO OUR MEMBERS, SUPPLY PARTNERS AND ASSOCIATES

Dear True Value colleagues:
We have fulfilled our first commitment. We have developed and launched our
long-term strategic plan for growing a True Value we can all be proud to be a
part of. It’s a major accomplishment, and we thank you all for the part you played.
But it’s just the first step in a challenging—and exciting—journey together.
Now, we begin.
This is transformational change
Transformational change is defined by change
across every corner of an organization, occurring
rapidly and simultaneously to drive quantum
leaps forward. This multitude of well-coordinated
activities is expressed perfectly in the “learning
maps” we included in this year’s annual report.

Our conversion team had a record year attracting
new members to the co-op, signing a total of
74 new members during the year, representing
more than $26 million in new annualized handled
business. Because these conversions come from
competing cooperatives, it reinforces our belief
that True Value programs are among the best
in the industry. Equally exciting is the fact that

In 2014 we accomplished exactly what we planned

our new-member pipeline is stronger than it’s

to accomplish. We spent the first half of the year

ever been as we begin the execution of the new

going through the process of developing the

strategic plan. These are very positive indicators

strategic framework and finalizing the plan; the

that the best is yet to come.

second half launching the first initiatives. True
to the definition of transformative change, those
initiatives stretch across the entire True Value
enterprise and will eventually touch everything we
do on a daily basis.

It was a good year for DTV implementations as
well. With co-op support, True Value members
planned and completed nearly 1 million square
feet of DTV and relevant retail space in 2014. We
have aggressive plans going forward for increasing

Solid co-op performance during
the transition

DTV implementation through remodels, branch
expansions and new stores.

As we invested the time, effort and resources to

We completed a full review of the DTV program

develop our strategic plan, we are very pleased to

in 2014 and have made changes to eliminate

say that we kept our eye on the ball in our day-to-

“format arrogance” and make DTV more flexible,

day operations. Our 2014 sales results were solid

affordable and attractive to our members than

and significantly improved over last year. In fact,

ever before. This is especially important for the

the co-op had its best sales year in 20 years.

substantial number of members who have not
refreshed their store format in as long as a decade.

DTV retail comp store sales were up 4.8 percent
and overall comp store sales were up 3.1 percent.
We achieved total gross billings of $2.0 billion, an
increase of 6.0 percent. Our sales performance was
remarkable and demonstrated how the strategic
plan is already driving growth. Over the next few
years, we will be making investments to build the
co-op for long-term success—the 2014 patronage
dividend, issued in March of 2015, was $41.1 million.

JOHN R. HARTMANN (LEFT)
AND BRENT A. BURGER
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DTV is central to your success. It is a top priority
at the co-op to help engaged members update
their stores to stay relevant to the new generation
of shoppers that is now becoming a force in retail.

2015 and beyond: Now it’s time to execute
There’s a timeworn sign in my office, I’ve had it for
years, and it expresses my focus on getting the
job done. It reads, “A vision without execution is

INTRODUCING OUR STRATEGIC PLAN AT FALL REUNION, 2014

an hallucination.” Rest assured, we are focused on
flawless execution. If 2014 will be remembered as
the year we plotted our roadmap for the future,
then 2015 will be the year we hit the highway at
full speed.

Building the new True Value together
We sincerely appreciate our members’ support as
we make the changes needed to drive new levels
of engagement, growth and efficiency across our

We’ve launched new programs to get everyone
fully engaged and doing their part to move
forward, initiatives like the Retail Center of
Excellence, the Roadmap to Retail Excellence,

company. We thank our many supplier-partners
for the commitment they’ve shown to our mutual
long-term success in the work they’ve done with
us thus far.

the National Customer Service Training Program

The dedication and hard work the chairman and I

and others. We are creating and introducing

have seen among our associates throughout the

exciting new programs to build an emotional

year is a real source of pride for us—it only bolsters

connection to our customers, increase brand
recognition and drive sales growth across multiple

our already strong confidence that we are going
to reach our ambitious goals.

media, including national television advertising,

Together, we have chosen to create our own

print, social media and ecommerce. And we will

destiny rather than wait for it to come to us. Like

begin to see momentum in efforts already well

the powerful scene pictured in our “Building Our

underway to drive quantum-leap improvements in
organizational efficiency, inventory management
effectiveness and service quality to our members.
Transformation requires investment. We evaluated

Future at True Value” learning map, it is exciting
to see the new True Value taking shape from the
ground up.
Sincerely,

and renewed our credit facility in 2014 for
prudent use in helping to fund growth, and we
will be reinvesting an increased amount of co-op
profit over the next several years to create the

John R. Hartmann
President and Chief Executive Officer

infrastructure needed to ensure that we are strong
for the next generation.

“WE ARE CREATING

Brent A. Burger
Chairman of the Board

OUR OWN DESTINY.”
TRUE VALUE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
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Financial Highlights
Our strategic plan is already driving positive change
across the co-op. Our 2014 sales performance showed
solid year-over-year improvement, reflecting our intense
focus on planning and execution.

“The next 5 years are going
to be some of the most
exciting growth years in
True Value’s history.”

GROSS BILLINGS

REVENUE

$ IN MILLIONS

$ IN MILLIONS

UP

UP

6.0%

5.9%

$2,014.8
$1,883.8

$1,900.0

2012

2013

$1,495.0
$1,398.0

$ 1,411.5

2012

2013

JOHN HARTMANN, PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
2014

2014

Retail Sales: Core Category Growth
It was an encouraging year for retail sales as well, with
growth in all our core merchandise categories in 2014.

UP

4.5%

TOOLS

12

UP

4.4%

PLUMBING
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UP

2.5%

ELECTRICAL

UP

1.4%

LAWN AND
GARDEN

UP

2.0%

PAINT

UP

3.3%

HARDWARE

RETAILER’S EQUITY

WHOLESALE

DTV RETAIL

NET MARGIN

$ IN MILLIONS

COMP STORE SALES

COMP STORE SALES

$ IN MILLIONS

UP

UP

UP

9.7%

5.2%

4.8%

$185.0

$74.9*

RETAIL

$168.6
$155.7

COMP STORE SALES

UP

3.1%
2012

2013

2014

$16.5
million
gain

$55.3

$58.4

$54.3
$13.2
million
cost

$41.1**

2012

2013

2014

* Including one-time litigation gain
** Including 2014 Strategy Cost

2014 TOTAL RETAILER BENEFITS
($ IN THOUSANDS)

			

		

PATRONAGE DIVIDEND/CASH

$ 18,531

PATRONAGE DIVIDEND/NOTES & STOCK

$ 22,565

PROMOTIONAL DISCOUNTS

$ 35,135

DATING & ANTICIPATION

$ 17,060

REUNION SPIFFS/RACKING

$

MARKETING REIMBURSEMENTS

$ 10,853

GROWTH CREDITS & LOANS

$ 33,725

PROMOTIONAL FREIGHT

$

3,599

INTEREST ON NOTES

$

6,207

TOTAL CREDITS & DISCOUNTS

$ 155,188

7,513

Expansion
Momentum

230 NEW STORES
74 CONVERSIONS
969,000
RELEVANT SQUARE
FEET ADDED

% OF PURCHASES		8.2%

TRUE VALUE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
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True Value is more than a store
True Value is a place where passion lives and breathes—a passion for
enabling the satisfaction of a job well done.
Behind every project is a True Value. It’s our tagline and a powerful theme to help grow
our emotional connection with consumers and create awareness of our brand among
younger audiences, particularly the “Young Achiever.”
Young Achievers are new homeowners in their 30s, and they’re key to our future
success. They grew up thinking first of big-box stores for home improvement supplies.
We’re changing that. With new levels of commitment to a full range of media and
marketing strategies, we’re creating greater awareness, recall and positive perception
of the True Value name.
Talk to any True Value member and you’ll see the passion, not just for selling
merchandise, but for seeing that look on a customer’s face when he or she gets the job
done right.
The Young Achiever is going to love True Value.

BUILDING A
THE BOSS GOES UNDERCOVER

America, meet True Value and “Louis Lapresi.” True Value stars
in the season six premiere of the Emmy-Award-winning reality TV series
“Undercover Boss.”
In December of 2014, True Value got massive

It was an entertaining way to put the brand

national exposure on a hit reality TV show when

in front of 9 million viewers during prime

CEO John Hartmann went incognito, putting

time—and just one of the multitude of ways

on a long gray wig and a fake mustache. As

we are working to drive awareness, then

the unassuming “Louis,” he spent time working

consideration, then sales and, ultimately,

side by side with retail and co-op employees

loyalty, among our target audiences.

across the country.
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PASSION BRAND
INVESTING IN THE BRAND
TV ad spend up tenfold in our new program to grow brand recall and sales.
Our new national events program: five events and free circulars in peak seasons
to connect with customer emotions AND pocketbooks.
Our 2015 Five National Events program is
designed to connect with Young Achievers and
other customers across television, print, digital,
social and search media during peak selling
seasons through a smart mix of brand and priceand-item spots. The program includes free
circulars to support each event, and members
can co-op 100 percent of the distribution costs.
Our January coupon book was supported with
a television advertisement for the first time. Sales
of the three featured items grew by more than
130 percent, from approximately $475,000 to
$1.1 million—98 percent of those sales were
captured by participating stores.

TRUE VALUE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
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MEMBER PROFILE

Leeway True Value
“If we don’t have it, we’ll get it.” That’s the credo at Leeway True Value in
North Smithfield, Rhode Island, and it captures perfectly owner Michelle
Deschamps’ passion for the hardware business and the key to the store’s
success against big-box competition.
A true family business Michelle has helped

she tells us. “Today, we do better than half our

out around Leeway True Value, the store her

year’s sales in the spring season.” She has since

parents founded, since she was seven years

invested in success with a DTV remodel and

old. Many of the store’s regular customers

a new, separate facility for Leeway’s lawn and

remember Michelle when she was a little girl,

garden business.

and now she’s helping those customers’ kids
and grandkids. Family serving family. That’s the
beauty of the independent hardware store.

Merging passion and career “I remember
my job search after I graduated from college,”
Michelle says. “I soon realized I already had a

Growth through DTV and lawn and garden

place where I could do what I absolutely love.”

When Michelle took over running the store, she

For her, it’s all about loving what you do, and

did her homework—research told her lawn and

customers are responding—more are choosing

garden was a key growth area. “It’s a strong,

her brand of personalized service over big-box

profitable category built on repeat business,”

competitors every day.

True Value member Michelle Deschamps
and her father, Robert Leduc

“WE PUT OUR HEART AND SOUL INTO
MICHELLE DESCHAMPS, LEEWAY TRUE VALUE
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HELPING

OUR CUSTOMERS.”
TRUE VALUE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
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MEMBER PROFILE

Thomas Home Center
Lee Rector is the force behind the resurgence of Thomas Home Center
True Value, located in McKinleyville, a small town in northern California.
He saw a problem and he solved it—with a major DTV remodel that drove
sales growth north of 30 percent.
Contractor heritage Thomas Home Center

full DTV remodel, completing it in 2014. “The

started out in 1971 as a home construction

remodel enabled us to grow sales by more

business. The business grew with the

than 30 percent,” says Lee. “The team here

acquisition of a roof truss manufacturer

really made it happen.” His role in the store’s

and later a garage door business, the latter

success earned Lee recognition as the North

bringing a partnership with True Value that

American Retail Hardware Association’s Young

dated back to the 1960s.

Retailer of the Year in 2014.

Energy and excellence Lee saw the store

Motto: Make it right for the customer “I love

struggling due to a severe downturn in

solving problems,” Lee says. “As a company,

contractor business while working there

that same passion is expressed in our ‘make it

in marketing during college. He offered to

right for the customer’ approach. It drives

spearhead an aggressive initiative, including a

everything we do.”

“WHAT’S MY PASSION?
LEE RECTOR, THOMAS HOME CENTER TRUE VALUE
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SOLVING

True Value member Lee Rector

PROBLEMS.”
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MEMBER PROFILE

La Mundial True Value
Investment in a full complement of True Value programs that includes DTV
has helped member Kenny Yuja’s business thrive in Honduras since joining
the co-op in 2006, growing to its current size of eight stores and two
distribution centers.
Second-generation hardware retailer

the business and culminated in being the

Agencia La Mundial was founded in 1964 by

international winner of the Best Hardware

Kenny’s parents; he and his wife Jenny have

Store in Town award in 2013.

run the business since 1998. “Since becoming
a co-op member,” he says, “True Value has
helped us invest steadily to transform the
business from a traditional over-the-counter
retailer to a modern DTV format.”

A three-part future plan With True Value’s
help, Kenny developed a three-part plan for
the future—improve efficiency, expand and
grow—and today the company employs 800
people and operates well-lit, modern, female-

A fire can’t kill the passion When fire

friendly stores offering expanded assortments

destroyed the main store, distribution

that include housewares and appliances. “My

center and central office in 2009, Kenny and

passion is constant innovation,” Kenny says.

his family wasted no time rebuilding and

“I’m always looking for that edge to take the

reorganizing, an effort that strengthened

business to the next level.”

“WE LOVE INNOVATION.
KENNY YUJA, LA MUNDIAL TRUE VALUE
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CONSTANT

True Value member Kenny Yuja,
far right, and his wife, Jenny, and
their three children

INNOVATION.”
TRUE VALUE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
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MEMBER PROFILE

Wilco Farm Stores
Based in Mount Angel, Oregon, Wilco is a farmer-owned cooperative
whose history dates back to the 1930s. Growth through acquisition over
the years resulted in a split relationship with True Value and another
national hardware brand. Wilco chose us.
Serving rural customers for three

branded True Value hardware. Wilco’s 15

generations Wilco is a farm cooperative with

stores compete with national big-box retailers,

three divisions: agriculture supply, petroleum

local hardware stores and the latest market

and farm stores. The original store was

entrant—an aggressive 1,400-location national

founded in the 1930s—today it is a growing

farm store chain.

enterprise built for efficient expansion.
“We maintain a model designed for easy
replication,” says COO Sam Bugarsky.
“That makes management and growth much
more efficient.”

Ready to compete Wilco is up to the
challenge. They opened three new locations
in 2014, with plans to open one more in 2015
and another in 2016. “True Value is part of the
‘secret sauce’ of our success,” says Sam. “Their

Large format competing with big box

support programs and strength in farm and

The farm stores serve the general public and

ranch merchandise categories really benefit

members in standardized 20,000sf footprints

Wilco. We would not be growing at our current

with five signature departments that include

rate without the brand.”

Wilco COO Sam Bugarsky, left, with colleagues
TJ Coulson and Will Barnhart and True Value’s
Kenny Sutton and Doug Bissell

“TRUE VALUE IS ONE OF OUR
SAM B UGARSK Y, WILCO FAR M STO R E
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SECRETS

TO SUCCESS.”
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SUPPLIER PROFILE

Milwaukee Tool
2014 Supplier of the Year Milwaukee Tool is a long-time partner in True
Value success. Its premier product quality, dedication to service, focus on
innovation and collaborative culture make it a valuable participant in all
three pillars of our strategic plan.
A key supplier and partner With a name

to build trust.” That availability is key to True

that’s synonymous with quality and durability,

Value promotion planning, both at the co-op

Milwaukee Tool has long been a key part of

and local store levels.

True Value’s power tool offerings. “We provide
the co-op with a very wide range of products,”
says Shad Hansen, Milwaukee Tool VP of Sales.
“The full-line catalog, in fact.”

Category growth through product innovation
Milwaukee Tool looks for opportunities to
grow the category with new products that
offer better, faster alternatives to conventional

More than quality tools Access and

ways of getting a job done, such as turning

knowledge are key success factors in a highly

a traditionally manual tool operation into a

competitive industry and channel. “Offer more

portable tool operation. An innovative new

expertise, be more available,” is what Shad tells

Milwaukee Tool product that provides value for

us when asked about where he looks for the

our customer is a win-win for everyone—and

edge. “It’s not just the sale we’re after. We want

the definition of great partnership.

Mike Hartzheim, Tool/Model Maker,
Milwaukee Tool

“OUR PASSION IS DESIGNING
SHAD HANSEN, MILWAUKEE TOOL
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NEW TOOLS

Tom Simeone, Director, Product
Marketing leads product training with
Milwaukee Tool sales professionals

TO DO THE JOB.”
TRUE VALUE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
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TRUE VALUE ASSOCIATES

Passion into performance
Winners of the 2014 True Value President’s Award represent the best examples
of what living our values with passion can accomplish.
Each year we present

DRIVEN TO SUCCEED

LEADERSHIP

FIELD ASSOCIATE

the President’s Award to

Finalists:

Finalists:

OF THE YEAR

True Value associates and

Clarizen Project

Herb Bellmer

Finalists:

project teams who best

Management Tool

Lou Cusimano

Jay Frazee

exemplify our values

Selection and

Barbara Lemieux

Joe Miller

Implementation

and attain the highest

Chuck Lundgren

Bill Tinker

levels of excellence across

Erin Liva

Winner:

Shawn White

12 categories.

Lawson Implementation

Lou Cusimano

Winner:

RDC Printer Replacement
Winner:
RDC Printer Replacement

STEWARDSHIP
Finalists:

REGIONAL

Barry Frantz

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

RETAIL FOCUS

Paul Michalowski

OF THE YEAR

Finalists:

Winners:

Finalists:

Alteryx Site Selection

Barry Frantz

Cleveland

Paul Michalowski

Springfield

Model Implementation
Customized True Blue
T1 & T2 Assortment
Process
Retail Workbench Mobile
Winner:
Customized True Blue
T1 & T2 Assortment
Process
CUSTOMER FIRST
Finalists:
Reverse Logistics–Quick
Claims = Quicker Returns

PRODUCT MERCHANT
OF THE YEAR
Finalists:

OF DISTINCTION

Dave Westphal

Winner:

Winner:

The Core Strategic

Kathy Ramsden

Planning Team

MERCHANDISING
DEPARTMENT OF
THE YEAR
Farm Ranch,
Automotive and Pet
Outdoor Power
and Tools
Plumbing

Andy Balzer
Lori Birkey
Paul Farber
Bill Hancox
Michael McCann
Mike Novosel
Dave Patrizi
Jean Saelens
Theresa Shea
Todd Stanojev

Winner:

Erin Stimmell-Clark

Outdoor Power

Scott Zelms

and Tools
FIELD MANAGER
OF THE YEAR
Finalists:
Frank Butler
Tim Hanna
Winner:
Tim Hanna
TRUE VALUE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT

Cleveland
PRESIDENT’S AWARD

Streamlined New Member

Shawn Sutton

Winner:

Kathy Ramsden

Finalists:

Winner:

Woodland

Sarah Katsandonis

Shawn Sutton
Document Process
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Shawn White

TRUE VALUE FOUNDATION

Passion with purpose
True Value Foundation’s community programs, now with a unified focus on
children, help create an emotional connection with your customers.
Stronger together True Value Foundation’s

established organization in their communities

vision is to help the co-op and its members

will maximize our collective impact.

make a greater difference by uniting behind
one shared purpose: helping children thrive.
That’s important to our key target consumer,
the Young Achievers, whom market studies
have shown to prefer shopping with merchants
that actively support the community.
Joining forces with Boys & Girls Clubs of
America (BGCA) We’re expanding our 30year relationship with the Boys & Girls Clubs
of Chicago into a national partnership aimed
at facilitating active working relationships
between True Value retailers and local clubs.
More members partnering with this strong, well-

Brighter walls, brighter minds Research has
linked well-maintained school environments
to improved learning in children. Through the
Painting a Brighter Future Program, we have
awarded grants of free paint to hundreds of local
schools since the program’s launch in 2009.
Hands-on help, one new home at a time
At Fall and Spring Reunions, True Value
members, associates and suppliers work on a
Habitat for Humanity® project. The co-op and
its suppliers also donate truckloads of tools
and other supplies after each Reunion for
resale at Habitat’s ReStores®.

THE BGCA PARTNERSHIP IN ACTION

SCARECROWS, KIDS AND COMMUNITY:
IMPACT IN LAWRENCE, KANSAS
Cottin True Value of Lawrence, Kansas, joined forces with the Lawrence Boys & Girls Club and
other local groups to make a difference, participating in a scarecrow auction to raise funds for
community organizations. BCGA members made scarecrows for the event, with great results for
all—True Value gained visibility, kids got creative for a cause and BGCA benefited from a portion
of the funds raised.
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THE BEST HARDWARE STORE IN TOWN AWARDS, 2014

Passion, personified
Winners of our annual Best Hardware Store in Town award personify our
core passion: to be the best hardware store in every town we serve.
2014 WINNERS
ALTADENA HARDWARE
Altadena, California

AUBURN TRUE VALUE HARDWARE
Auburn, California

FAIRMONT TRUE VALUE
Fairmont, Minnesota

HAMMER & WIKAN TRUE VALUE
Petersburg, Alaska

HOOKER HARDWARE & AUTO
Hooker, Oklahoma
Now in its eighth year, the award
recognizes member excellence in the
five Ps of retail: People, Place, Price,
Product and Promotion. We go through

KILLINGWORTH TRUE VALUE
HARDWARE
Killingworth, Connecticut

LOUISA HARDWARE

a painstaking nomination and evaluation

Louisa, Virginia

process—including mystery shoppers

MARTENS REEDSBURG TRUE VALUE

who experience the nominated stores
from a customer’s viewpoint—to choose
the winners. Based on the findings,
we select a winner from each of the
co-op’s 13 regions.

Reedsburg, Wisconsin

STANLEY’S TRUE VALUE HARDWARE
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

TABLE ROCK TRUE VALUE
Kimberling City, Missouri

TRUE VALUE HOME CENTER
Mandaluyong City, Philippines

TRUE VALUE OF RAWLINS
Rawlins, Wyoming

WOODSFIELD TRUE VALUE
HOME CENTER
Woodsfield, Ohio
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

John Hartmann, Chicago, Ill. 3˚

Brian Webb, Neenah, Wis.1,8*

Brent Burger, Oakland, Maine.1,4˚

Alan Bryant, Oakhurst, Calif.1,8

James Waters, Salina, Kan.1,6,7*

Thomas Markert, Delray Beach, Fla. 2,8

Gregory Josefowicz, Fennville, Mich. 2,5˚

Kathleen Guion, Austin, Texas2,6,7

M. Shân Atkins, Long Grove, Ill. 2,6*,7

Richard George, Elmhurst, Ill. 2,6,7,˚

Jared Littmann, Annapolis, Md.1,8

Director Designations
1 Store Owner
2 Outside Director
3 Chief Executive Officer
4 Board Chair
5 Board Vice-Chair
Board Committees
6 Audit Committee
7 Compensation Committee
8 Corporate Governance Committee
* Committee Chair
˚ Executive Committee

COMPANY OFFICERS
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Jean Saelens

Dave Shadduck

Abhinav Shukla

Rosalee Hermens

Vice President and
Corporate Controller

Senior Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

Senior Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer

Cathy Anderson

Eric Lane

Blake Fohl

Senior Vice President,
Human Resources,
General Counsel and Secretary

Vice President, Specialty
Businesses

Senior Vice President
Marketing and
Chief Customer Officer

John Hartmann

Vice President,
Corporate Treasurer
and Chief Risk Officer

Senior Vice President and
Chief Information Officer

Ken Goodgame
Senior Vice President and
Chief Merchandising Officer

Tim Mills
Senior Vice President, Growth

President and
Chief Executive Officer

Barbara Wagner
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Retail Support Center
8600 West Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60631-3505
773.695.5000
truevaluecompany.com
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